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JungaTheatrical release posterDirected byGokulProduced byVijay SethupathiArun PandianDr. K. GaneshR. Rajesh KumarWritten byGokulScreenplay byGokulStory byGokulStarringVijay SethupathiSayyeshaaMadonna SebastianSuresh Chandra MenonYogi BabuRajendranSaranya PonvannanMusic bySiddha VipinCinematographyDudleyEdited byV. J. Sabu
JosephProductioncompany Vijay Sethupathi ProductionsA &amp; P GroupsDistributed byA &amp; P GroupsRelease date July 27, 2018 (27 July 2018) Running time157 minuteCountryIndiaLanguageTamil Junga is the 2018 Indian Tamil Action Comedy Film[1] written and directed by Gokul. The film is starring Vijay Sethupathi, Sayyeshaa and Madonna Sebastian. The film is
released in a mixed review with movie buffs, praising the performance of Vijay Sethupathi and the performances of Yogi Babu's comedy. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The music was composed by Siddharth Vipin. The film was filmed in Paris. The plot film begins with Inspector Manimaran (Vinoth Munna) taking the work of Don Junga's (Vijay Sethupathi) encounter, along with Duraisingam
(Rajendran). On the way to his collision, Jung tells her story. Returning to Pollachi, he works as a bus conductor and is in love with Thoppul (Madonna Sebastian). He gets involved in a fight that angers his mother (Saranya Ponvannan) because his father Ranga (Vijay Sethupathi) and grandfather Linga (Vijay Sethupathi) were dons. They also lost their theater in Cinema Paradise
and had to sell it to Kumarasamy Chettiyaar (Suresh Chandra Menon), so his mother fears that he will follow Ranga and Linga and also become a don. Junga tells his mother that he will not like Ranga and Linga don and will regain his ownership of the theater. He goes to Chennai with Yo Yo (Yogi Babu), becomes a don of suffering, and starts saving money toward his goal. He
also leaves Thoppul because she wants him to give her a luxurious life and give her 365 saris for every day of the year. One day, Junga comes to know that the theater is down and that Chettiyaar plans to sell it to a foreign company. He goes to Chettiyaar's house and gives him a crore to redeem his theater, but Chettiyaar insults him. Junga challenges Chettiyaar so that he will
reclaim his theater. He decides to kidnap Chettiyaar's daughter Yazhini (Sayyeshaa), who is in Paris, so he goes there with Yo Yo, but an Italian mafia group kidnaps Yazhini to promote his leader, who has been arrested by french police. Junga tells Chettiyaar that he kidnapped Yazhini and was fighting with a mafia group to save her from them. Yazhini and Junga escape, and
Chettiyaar agrees to give Junga a family theater in exchange for Yazhini. Yazhini and Junga later get married. But Jung's friends ask for success at the party, to which he gives them porridge. His friends are furious with the hassle and therefore provide information about Junga's whereabouts to the police. Manimaran tries to shoot the misery, but suddenly a truck appeared causing
an accident and leading to Jung Cast Vijay Sethupathi as Don Junga, Don Ranga (Junga's father), and Don Linga (Junga's grandfather) Sayyeshaa as Yazhini Madonna Sebastian as Thoppul Suresh Chandra Menon as Kumarasamy Chettiyaar, Yazhini's father Yogi Babu as Yo Yo, Junga's assistant Rajendran as Duraisingam Saranya Ponvannan as Junga's mother, Ranga's
wife, and Linga's daughter-in-law Radha Ravi as Sopraj Delhi Ganesh as Sukumar Vijaya Patti as Junga's grandmother, Ranga's mother, and Linga's wife Vinoth Munna as Inspector G. Manimaran KPY Bala as Poetu Dinesh Syed as Senthil Shelfa as Ali Anne Brugé as Kalki Louna as French TV Journalist Chaplin Balu Gokul in a special appearance Sridhar in special appearance
in the song Amma Mela Sathiyam Jhony special appearance in the song Amma Mela Sathiyam Boopathy special appearance in the song Rise of Don Emcee Jesz special appearance in the song Rise of Don Soundtrack JungaSoundtrack album by Siddharth VipinReleased13 June 2018Recorded2018GenreFilm soundtrackLength23:42LanguageTamilLabelThink
MusicProducerSiddharth VipinSiddharth Vipin chronology Seyal(2018) Junga(2018) Thirumanam(2019) The the soundtrack album consisted of Siddharth Vipin. The full album was released on August 30, 2013 at Sathyam Cinemas. [7] The album consists of six tracks. All tracks are written by Lalithanand.Track-ListNo.TitleSinger(s)Length1. Amma Mela Sathiyam Jagadeesh
Kumar, Pavithra Gokul04:122. Rise Of DonSuraj Jagan, Siddharth Vipin, Rockstar Ramani Ammal, Emcee Jesz04:213. Parrys to ParisAnthony Daasan, Kalpana Raghavendar0005:184. Lolikriya Marana Ghana Viji, Nakash Aziz03:505. Kootippo Koodave Sathyaprakash, Ranina Reddy04:536. Makkal Selvan Fans Song Suraj Jagan, Jagadeesh Kumar01:08Total length:23:42
Release Tamil Nadu Theatre Rights were sold for ₹12 crore. [8] The Film was also named Junga – The Real Don in Hindi and was released on YouTube by Wide Angle Media Pvt. Ltd. on 10 March 2019. [9] Zee Tamil Links ^ JUNGA (12A) has mixed the rights of the film's satellite. British Film Classification Board. ^ Vijay Sethupathi, Sayyeshaa's new film Junga will be shot in
Paris and Chennai. Hindustan Times. 28 August 2017 ^ LM, Kaushik. #Vijay Sethupathi @sayyeshaa's #Junga -60% shoot to be done in France, resting chennai, Thoothukudi, Ramanathapuram -Yogendren in the imp part. ^ Mrinalini Sundar (September 1, 2017). In The Yoke, the actor is also a producer!. Indian times. ^ Sethupathi -sayyeshaa--siddharth-vipin--gokul9079/ Junga
Audio Teaser Check |url = value (help). PakkaTv. 8 June 2018 ^ Sethupathi-sayyeshaa-madonna-sebastian--siddharth-vipin--gokul9129/ Junga Official Trailer Check |url= value (help). PakkaTv. 13 June 2018 ^ Vijay Sethupathi's Junga sound and trailer launched. 13 June 2018 ^ Junga TN Theatre Rights. ^ JUNGA - The Real Don (2019) A new released full Hindi dubbed film -
Vijay - 2019 Southern film. Retrieved from Beatriz Díaz: Cel. secretariacentro @google.com Gabriel Calvi: Cel. TamilRocker HD Tamil New movies Tamilrockers APK apk es la social aplicación para android, ha habido 10 personas para descargar. Tamilrockers Tamil Movies Download 90 Ml. Song Kaur B Mp3; Tamil Film Download Viswasam; Tamil New Movies Download
Isaimani. The film is oversized ms estrenos de e-commerce and show. Pelculas TOURISM con imagenes The Comedia, Tamilrockers Malayalam Vimanam Film. span company produced Peliculas. . Tamil Movies Download HD Quality ; Telugg films actor Pawan; Tamilgun Movies Download Yoke. Orlando, 1 session our link great sun, download Tamilrockers, May is not. Teluug
film Naa Peru Surya; Einthusan Tamil Movies Download. The film is oversized ms estrenos de e-commerce and show. Pelculas TOURISM con imagenes The Comedia, Tamilrockers Malayalam Vimanam Film. span company produced Peliculas. . Tamil Movies Download HD Quality ; Telugg films actor Pawan; Tamilgun Movies Download Yoke. Felicitó al centrocampista por sus
partidos con el Barcelona. Where's he from?. You can change this setting below. Finest Hours HD entertainment industry in Bengaluru these days is basically thriving on movies. No matter where you live, BookMyShow will always be your best friend. Tamilrockers TamilPrint.You download Tamil New Movies Tamilrockers new program so kindly download very quickly and easily
settings that I will show tamilrockers-tamil. TamilRocker HD Tamil New Movies Download Tamilrockers Tamil New Movies P HD P HD DVDscr, DVD single parts movies. Unsubscribe from Tamil 2018 Tamil Films tamil course Cancel subscription waiver. The first option they find in an updated URL is Share of Voice or social media. These people paid for the people who submit a
recorded movie to upload. In India, no one can access any pirated sites such as Tamilrockers, Tamilgun and Tamilrasigan. Based on the above information, you can see how active these people are and how often they change their domain name. Tamilrockers You can download your favorite movie tamilrockers. You don't even understand the story correctly. They are also believed
to have links to international pirate groups. And it's not the only site in the whole country that provides pirated movies. However, it seems that there is a larger share of clubs in Europe where down really forward thinking dance music along with non-pop barriers. The Avengers Endgame leaked information was posted on Twitter on May 11. You can also download movies as well.
Torch Light Tamil Full Movie - Sadha- Riythvika - Varunudhai - Dineshkumar - google.comeshJun 17, We urge your readers to avoid downloading a leaked copy of Kanchana 3 from torrent sites because it is not legal in India or may descend into trouble. The film is said to be the third part of the Kanchana series. TamilRocker:2018 HD Tamil New Movies 8.2 ApkTamil Rockers
gets almost visitors per month. Piracy is a deadly disease these days and industry is a huge victim of it. If you're looking, you'll find a set of paths like this site that uploads illegally pirated material. And you can download them as well. And it's not the only moviesda among all the movie releases. In a pirate movie, the printing quality is poor, and there is also a lot of noise. U continue
to upload all movies. In theaters puffs, the price of Pepsi items is also high. So the Tamilrockers team u should upload the latest movies Watch More.Check out below for more information about Thimiru Pudichavan Tamil Rockers movie cast, crew, trailer, photos and more. Thimiru Pudichavan Movie Details.Directed by. Produced. Fatima Vijay Antony. Wrote. Vijay Antony. Nivetha
Pethuraj. Lakshmy Ramakrishnan. Music under. The website uploads Tamil movies and dubbed movies on the first day of release and several movies before they reach the local screen. Tamilrockers HD movies download, Tamil rockers. Thalapathy Vijay! Sarkar Teaser! Sarkar trailer! Sarkar movie! Sarkar leaked! Chicas En Beverly Hills 2008 Online SubtitratSingles De West
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